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 Introduction 

1.1.1 Mount Green are committed to tackling Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) including 
hate incidents, harassment or other crimes that impact someone in their home 
or where they live.       

1.1.2 Mount Green are committed to tackling Domestic Abuse including Violence 
Against Women and Girls and have a separate policy for this. 

1.1.3 This policy meets our legal obligations as defined in the ASB Act 2003 and the 
ASB Crime and Policing Act 2014.   

1.1.4 It also meets the regulatory requirements as stated in the Regulator for Social 
Housing’s Neighbourhood and Community Standard 

1.1.5 Our key principle is that we will balance the rights of individuals to the quiet 
enjoyment of their home with helping individuals to sustain their tenancies.    

1.1.6 We will approach ASB by preventing it from happening in the first place.   If 
ASB does happen we will take actions to bring it to an end.  

1.1.7 Mount Green will be proportionate in our response based on the extent of 
harm that is being caused.    

1.1.8 We will complete a risk assessment to understand the impact the ASB is having 
on the person making the report.  

 

 What Is ASB? 

2.1 The ASB, Crime and Policing Act 2014 provides a definition of ASB which is  

“Conduct that has caused, or is likely to cause, harassment, alarm or distress to any person. 
Conduct capable of causing nuisance or annoyance to a person in relation to that person’s 
occupation of residential premises.  Or conduct capable of causing housing-related nuisance 
or annoyance to any person”. 
   

2.2  The term ASB describes actions by an individual or group that unreasonably 
interfere with an occupier’s normal use and enjoyment of their home, garden or 
neighbourhood.  It may also affect people connected with the property such as 
our colleagues and contractors.  
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 What is Harassment?  

   Harassment is a specific form of ASB that is targeted at a person or group of 
 people for any reason.  We base the definition of harassment on the Equality 
 Act 2010:  

“Any unwanted behaviour affecting a person’s well-being or dignity, or creating an 
intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment”. 

 What is a hate incident / crime?  

4.1  Hate incidents and hate crimes are acts of violence or hostility directed at 
people because of who they are or who someone thinks they are.  They can 
cause high levels of harm to individuals, households and communities.  

4.2  A hate incident is when the victim or anyone else thinks it was motivated by 
hostility or prejudice based on their race, ethnic or national origin, religion, age, 
sexual orientation, gender, gender orientation or identity, disability, 
appearance, marital or employment status or any other reason.     

4.3  When hate incidents become criminal offences they’re known as hate crimes.  

 

 What are some examples of ASB?  

5.1 The table below provides some examples of anti-social behaviour.     
 

ASB that requires Mount Green to 
get involved.  

Behaviour that does not normally 
require Mount Green to get 
involved  

Playing Loud Music Babies Crying 
Offensive Behaviour Children Playing 
Verbal or Physical Abuse One off Parties 
Arguing and Slamming Doors Reasonable household noise.  
Allowing dogs to bark excessively or 
foul public areas 

Falling out with your neighbour 

Dumping Rubbish and Fly-tipping.   Cooking smells 

 

5.2  It is not an exhaustive list and anti-social behaviour is not limited to these 
examples. The action we take will be based on the circumstances of each case.   

 

 How to report ASB 

6.1  ASB can be reported by phone, in writing, in person, by email, on our website. If 
we receive reports that someone is causing ASB we will not disclose their 
details.    
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6.2  We will deal with reports of ASB that affect our residents or are caused by our 
residents (or a person they are responsible for).  We will record anonymous 
reports and take action where we find evidence of ASB.    

  

 What happens when a report of ASB is made?  

7.1 When we receive a report of ASB  we’ll consider the needs of the victim and the 
harm the ASB is causing them and others.    We will consider the risks to the 
individual and work with other agencies to ensure their immediate safety.  We 
will provide appropriate support, investigate the ASB and take action to stop 
further incidents.  

7.2  We will tell residents who will handle their ASB case and agree an action plan 
with them. We will keep residents informed of the actions we take.   

  

7.3 We will contact residents before we close a case and let the resident know why 
the case is being closed. 

7.4  We will tackle ASB regardless of tenure.  There may be restrictions on the 
action we can take based on tenure type.  

  

7.5  We will take appropriate action to investigate reports of ASB and may use 
monitoring equipment to assist us.     
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 How are ASB reports prioritised?  

 Definition MGHA 
Response 

Management 
Review  

High 
Priority 

Actual or Threats of 
Violence, Damage to 
Property, Hate Crimes, 
Harassment, Domestic 
Abuse and VAWG  

Or an ASB Risk rating of 
23+ 

24 Hours Every 24 hours until 
emergency measures 
in place and a multi 
agency action plan 
agreed.  

Medium 
Priority 

Targeted, intentional  
and continuous ASB 
causing intimidation and 
fear and demonstrating 
continuous breaches of 
tenancy (misuse of 
common parts, loud 
music, parties and social 
gatherings) 

3 working days Every 2 weeks 

Low 
Priority 

Minor Breaches of 
tenancy that are 
unintentional but cause 
nuisance and distress to 
the victim (pet nuisance, 
parking, noise nuisance) 

10 working days Every 4 weeks 

 
8.0  What action will we take to stop ASB?  

  

8.1  We will use a range of preventative, early intervention and enforcement or 
legal actions to tackle ASB.  This includes the full range of tools and powers 
available to us in the ASB, Crime and Policing Act 2014.  

 
Measure Remedy 

 
Prevention Probationary Tenancies, Safer by Design principles, No Laminate 

Flooring Policy 
Intervention Mediation, Acceptable Behaviour Contracts,  support from other 

Agencies, warning letters  

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/anti-social-behaviour-crime-and-police-bill
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Enforcement Injunctions, Possession Proceedings,  Multi-agency enforcement 
actions such as Dispersal Orders, Community Protection 
Notices and Closure Orders 

 

8.2  The actions we take will be proportionate to the seriousness, impact and 
frequency of the behaviour, the level of risk that it poses to those affected and 
the evidence available to support the case.   

 
8.4  We will complete an ASB risk assessment at the start of each reported case of 

ASB.   The risk assessment will be reviewed periodically and in particular where 
the case has been ongoing in excess of 3 months; where there has been an 
escalation in incidents; where there has been a significant change in the 
circumstances of either the victim or the perpetrator. 

  

8.5  Where we become aware a person causing ASB needs additional support we 
will take reasonable steps to help them access support.  When considering 
action, their needs will be assessed against the impact of their behaviour on 
others.   

  

8.6  We will not take action where there is insufficient evidence.  We will support 
other agencies in taking action where they have the prime responsibility and 
powers to do so.   

  

8.7   If there is an ongoing police investigation, we may wait to see the outcome of 
this before taking further action.    

  

8.8  We will publicise our approach to ASB to deter incidents.    We may also 
publicised the outcome of ASB cases to enable community awareness and 
confidence.   

 
8.9 We will provide Mount Green staff with training so that they can identify 

unreported issues, support those harmed and take effective action against 
ASB.   

  

8.10  We will follow our Safeguarding Policy if there are concerns for the safety of 
someone who is vulnerable.  

 

9.  What we expect of our residents  

9.1  We expect residents and anyone else whose behaviour they are responsible for 
(including children) not to commit ASB, hate incidents or crimes.  

  

9.2 We expect residents to resolve minor disputes with their neighbours.  
 
9.3 We will ask residents to gather evidence by writing down what is happening.    

Diary sheets will help us to decide what action to take.  
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10 Supporting Victims and Witnesses  

10.1  We will provide support to residents by keeping them updated on progress with their 
case. We may refer residents to 3rd party support agencies when appropriate and 
provide support to gather evidence.    

 
10.2  Where it is reasonable to do so we may carry out minor security improvements to the 

home or neighbourhood.   
 

 Multi-Agency Response 

  We adopt a multi-agency approach to preventing and tackling ASB.  We will 
 engage local partnerships and work with external agencies to resolve ASB and 
 provide support to Victims and Perpetrators 

  Agencies we work with include Local Authority Community Safety 
 Partnerships, Police Safer Neighbourhood Teams, LA Statutory departments 
 such as  Social Services, Mental Health Teams and Environmental Health.   

 

11.    Complaints about the ASB Service 

  
11.1  If residents are dissatisfied with the handling or outcome of their ASB case they can 

make a formal complaint as detailed in our Complaints Policy.   Residents can also 
contact the local authority to see if they can review the case through the ‘Community 
Trigger’ (introduced by the ASB, Crime and Policing Act 2014).    Information on how 
to activate a Community Trigger can be found on the Local Authority Website.    

  

12. Handling Sensitive Information    

12.1   All information in respect of ASB should be handled securely and in accordance with 
our Data Protection Policy.  

 
12.2 We will ensure that where appropriate we have signed local information sharing 

protocols in place to share information about individuals or properties with other 
agencies for the purpose of preventing or reducing crime and ASB.   

 

13.   Case Closure 

13.1 We will not close a case until the agreed action plan has been completed or the 
ASB has stopped.    

 
13.2 We may close a case if we are unable to obtain sufficient evidence to take 

action or a resident has asked us to.    
 
13.3 When we close a case we will seek feedback from residents about how satisfied 

they are with the handling and outcome.   
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 Involving Residents 

 We will consult with residents on this policy. 

 We will regularly seek the views of residents on how we are performing,  
 identifying any areas where we need to improve. 

15 Equality, Diversity and Inclusion  

15.1 For Mount Green, diversity is about respecting people’s individual differences 
 and ensuring that all people that come into contact with us have access to the 
 same high standards of behaviour and service. 
 
15.2 We are committed to ensuring that no resident will be treated less favourably 
 because of their age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil 
 partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion and belief, sex or sexual 
 orientation. 
 

16  Review 

16.1  We will review this Policy to address legislative, regulatory, best practice or 
operational issues. 
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ASB Reported
1. Complete Risk Assessment

2. Award Priority
3. Log Case

Medium Priority Low PriorityHigh Priority

Interview and take statement 
from Complainant within 24 

hours

Provide Advice and 
Agree Action Plan
Issue Diary Sheets

No further incidents

Identify support, 
security 

arrangements, 3rd 
party involvement

Perpetrator(s)
Other witnesses

Agree Action Plan 
and 

Issue Diary Sheets

Review Monthly

Commence 
investigation 
Review Diary 

Sheets every two 
Weeks – take 

intervention or 
enforcement 

measures 

Identify perpertrator,  Support 
for victim and their Security 

Needs, 3rd party agencies 
involved, witnesses, Agree 

multi-agency action plan and 
immediate next steps 

Create case file; 
Commence Investigation 

obtaining 3rd party 
evidence; 3rd Party 

action;  witness 
statements

Contact complainant 
and Review case 

every 24 hours until 
definitive action 
taken to stop the 

threat of harm

Review Evidence

Interview complainant within 10 
working days

Interview complainant within 3 
working days

Sufficient Evidence 
agree and pursue  
legal remedy in 
liaison with 3rd party 
agencies – civil 
proceedings or 
statutory 
proceedings

Insufficient Evidence
Contact Complainant 

and 
agree new Action Plan

Implement 
Intervention 

Measures

Implement 
enforcement 

measures 

Review Case
Every Two Weeks

Incidents Ongoing and 
evidenced 

No further Incidents

CLOSE CASE

Legal Enforcement 
in place

Review Case

No Further 
Incidents

Incidents Ongoing 
and Evidenced

ASB Process Map


